Finally, the effects of type of assisting-fuel, fuel composition and applied voltage are studied. It is found that CO-SOFEC shows higher anode polarization and thus lower performance than CH4-SOFEC with the same molar fraction of fuel. It's also found that the performance of SOFEC increases with increasing proportion of assisted fuel in anode at high current density.
Introduction
The use of fossil fuels as the major energy source leads to increasingly more and more serious energy crisis and environmental issues such as global warming, air pollution and acid rain. To address these global issues, it is urgent to adopt clean and sustainable energy technologies. Renewable energies like solar energy and wind energy can perfectly meet our requirements as they are clean, sustainable, and abundant. However, renewable power is restricted in time and space, intermittent and site-specific, thus are not reliable for instantaneous supply of energy. [1] Electrolysis technology can convert electrical energy to chemical energy regardless of the instability of renewable power. Hydrogen is an ideal and stable gas for storing chemical energy due to pollution free, which can be produced by electrochemically splitting water. And when demanded, hydrogen can release a large amount of energy by chemically or electrochemically oxidized back into water. Therefore, hydrogen is regarded as one of a potential alternatives for fossil fuels [2] . High temperature electrolysis (HTE) can utilize industrial waste heat, significantly reduce electrical consumption and improve reaction rate. Solid oxide electrolysis cell (SOEC) operated in the range of 600-1000 o C is employed for HTE and widely studied.
Although part of electrical demand is replaced by more heat demand in high temperature SOEC, electricity is still the major energy consumption. However, electricity is a high-quality and expensive energy. As a result, the price of hydrogen production by electrolysis is 2-3 times higher than that of conventional steam reforming [2, 3] . In addition, unsteady and intermittent power from renewable energy sometimes would limit the hydrogen production rate. To produce hydrogen steadily, extra electricity should be added from the grid, which mainly comes from the fossil fuel. Since fossil fuel is the major carbon emitter, the steam electrolysis process with extra electricity from grid is not absolutely carbon-free.
Solid oxide fuel-assisted electrolysis cell (SOFEC) is a novel approach for electrolysis. Compared with SOEC, SOFEC consumes much less electricity, thus the hydrogen production characteristics is less dependent on the electrical energy input.
Similar with SOEC, steam is fed into cathode in a SOFEC. Different from SOEC, fuel is fed and oxidized in anode of SOFEC. The half cell reaction in cathodes of both SOEC and SOFEC is: 
The half cell reaction in anode of SOEC is:
As for SOFEC using CO and CH4 as assisting-fuel, the half cell reactions in anode (when fully oxidized) are respectively: 
The total cell reactions of SOEC and SOFEC are respectively: SOEC: 
Clearly, the working principle of SOFEC is actually a reforming reaction in an electrochemical way. Thermodynamically, adding assisting-fuel significantly decreases the total energy demand. Therefore, the electrical energy can also be greatly saved even completely replaced when steam is electrolyzed by SOFEC.
Theoretically, the open-circuit voltage (OCV) can be determined by the reversible Nernst potential representing the minimum of electrical demand. The theoretical reversible potential of SOFEC is at least 1V lower than that of SOEC.
Assuming that irreversible losses in SOFEC are identical to SOEC, a large amount of electricity can be saved by adding relatively cheaper fuels, such as carbon, carbon monoxide, nature gas, biomass and other hydrocarbon fuels.
The cell power density can be calculated as:
Generally, the OCV of SOFEC is negative. When VOCV <V<0, the power density is negative, that is, SOFEC can not only produce hydrogen but also generate electricity.
In this voltage range, irreversible losses of SOFEC are not too large so that chemical energy from assisting fuel is higher than the electrical demand. When V>0, power density turns positive, indicating that irreversible losses are higher than the chemical energy from the assisting fuel. When V=0, power density is equal to zero, meaning that SOFEC generates hydrogen without any electricity input or output.
A patent about this novel method was applied by Pham et al. in 2000, which demonstrated this principle using natural gas fed to the anode of SOEC. [4] Since that, this method has aroused much interest in researchers. Experiments on single natural-gas-assisted cells by Martinez-Frias et al. showed a voltage reduction of as much as 1V when compared to conventional steam electrolyzers [2] . The performance of various anodes was then tested by Wang et al. in a SOEC for the conditions where the anode was exposed to the reducing gases H2, CH4 and CO. Pd-C-CeO2-YSZ showed the highest catalytic activity and gave the largest reductions in the OCV of the SOE cell. [5] And direct oxidation of methane dominates and resulting in a higher ASR at low CH4 conversions. [6] At system level, analysis of Martinez-Frias et al.
indicates incorporating the electrolyzer with a heat recovery system (heat exchangers and catalytic reactor) results in a high-efficiency hydrogen production system. The system efficiency is up to 70% with respect to primary energy. [2] Tao et al. build an SOFC-SOFEC hybrid unit for hydrogen and electrical energy generation that is able to produce several hundred watts of electrical power and pure hydrogen simultaneously. [7] Although many researchers pay attention to SOFEC, most researches are experimental studies with a focus on performance evaluation and system design. A validated mechanism model combined with experiment is helpful to understand the complex reacting and transport phenomena in SOFEC, as relevant information is hard to obtain by experiments. In this paper, an elementary reaction kinetic model of 
Model Development

Model assumption and geometry
The model is built based on a button cell tested in our group. The assumptions are listed as follows:
(1) All gases are assumed to be ideal gases.
(2) Because of the 730 µm cell thickness, the temperature within the cell is uniform so that all model parameters can be evaluated at a given temperature. (5) All surface species on the Ni surface are considered to be uncharged and the charge transfer reactions are assumed to take place in one step.
(6) Continuum medium model is adopted. The distributions of electronic and ionic conductors in electrodes are assumed to be uniform and continuous, and the electrodes are isotropic media with stable and porous microstructures. The effect of carbon deposition on the pore structure and reaction activities in anode is ignored.
(7) Mean field approximation is employed for anode heterogeneous reactions, thus the surface adsorbates distribute uniformly over the catalyst surface.
(8) The high purity platinum is applied as the cathode, which conducts electrons only.
Thus, the TPB only exist at the interface of cathode and electrolyte, assumed to be a 1µm thick domain. (as Fig. 1 shows) (9) For simplicity, the non-uniformity in the radial direction is neglected.
Based on the assumptions, the button cell is predigested to a 1D model along the thickness direction. 
Anode heterogeneous chemistry
In Ni/YSZ anode, Ni is not only electronic conductor but also an efficient as shown in Table 1 . The mechanism has simultaneously considered many processes including reversible water-gas shift reactions, reversible methane-steam reforming reactions and surface carbon coverage. This mechanism can be simplified and widely employed for not only SOFC fueled with CO, H2, syngas and CH4, but also SOEC for electrolysis of H2O and CO2 and co-electrolysis of H2O and CO2. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] The structures and materials of the anode in SOFEC are completely same as those of the anode in SOFC [10, 11] . Thus, the mechanism is adopted to analyze the reaction kinetics of H2, CO and CH4 in the SOFEC model.
Table 1 Heterogeneous reaction mechanism on Ni-based catalysts[8,9]
The equations related to anode heterogeneous chemistry are summarized in Table   2 . The detailed explanation and description can be found in our previous papers [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] The effective Ni surface area per unit volume (SNi) is based on the particle coordination number theory in binary random packing of spheres and the percolation theory. [16, 17] 
Electrochemistry
For the consistency of electrochemical and heterogeneous reactions, anode charge transfer reaction is one-step, which needn't consider the respectively electrochemical oxidization of H2, CO and CH4. The one-step charge transfer reaction can be written as [19] :
O(YSZ) denotes the oxygen interstitial and (YSZ) denotes the oxygen vacancy in the YSZ ionic conductor. kef, ker are respectively the forward and reversed charge transfer reaction rate constant. Similar to Butler-Volmer equation, kef and ker can be expressed as: [10, 19] 
where i0 denotes the exchange current density and c 0 denotes the species surface concentrations at equilibrium state. α is the charge transfer coefficient, and ηan denoting the anode overpotential can be expressed as:
Velec,Vion are respectively the electronic and ionic potential at the TPB interface, which were calculated by charge balance equations in Table 3 . Vref is equal to (Velec-Vion) at equilibrium state. Similarly to anode overpotential, the expression of cathode overpotential is given:
In this model, Vref,an is set to zero so that Vref,ca is equal to actual OCV. The anode overpotential ηan and cathode overpotential ηca mainly denote activation overpotentials in anode and cathode, which are used to provide energy for charge-transfer reaction. In the anode, ηan>0 denoting the charge-transfer reaction is negative and producing electrons. In the cathode, ηca<0 denoting charge-transfer reaction is positive and consuming electrons. The anode current source term is expressed as:
STPB denotes the effective TPB areas, where charge transfer reactions occur. In the anode, TPB exist at the interface of nickel and ionic conductors, which can be well evaluated through the micro Monte Carlo model developed by Zhang et al. [20] [21] [22] 
Differing from anode, the Pt cathode only conducts electrons and thus TPB only exist at the interface of cathode and electrolyte. The LTPB(m.m -2 ) in cathode can be evaluated by the following expression. [23] ( )
n is the particle number per volume, nelec denoting the number fraction of electronic conductors is equal to 1 since only Pt is used.
Governing Equations
The governing equations for charge balance and mass balance are summarized in Table 3 , which have been described in details in our previous work [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . The extended Fick's model (EFM) considering Knudsen diffusion and molecular diffusion [17, 18, 24, 25 ] is adopted to simulate the mass transfer in the porous electrodes. Table 3 Governing equations for charge balance and mass balance
Boundary conditions
On the basis of the operation conditions and model simplifications, the boundary conditions of charge and mass balances partial differential equations are listed in Table 4 . The boundary condition "insulation" signifies that the partial derivative is zero and "continuity" signifies that the variables are continuous at the boundary. Vcell denotes the applied voltage and cg,an, cg,ca denote the molar concentrations of gas species fed in the anode and cathode, respectively. Table 5 lists the pore structure parameters in porous electrode and Table 6 lists the values or expressions of materials properties and other parameters, which have been described in detail in previous papers [11, 14] . The pore structure of anode support layer was characterized using mercury porosimeter. (Micromeritics AutoPore IV, USA) The mean pore diameter and porosity were found to be 0.387 μm and 0.335, respectively. To simplify the calculation, the mean particle diameters of the two conductors are assumed to be the same and equal to the mean pore diameter [27] . The same measuring method is very difficult to characterize the pore structures of cathode and anode active layers since these two layers are thin and hard to be separated from the cell. Thus, the pore size and porosity of each layer were determined by comparing SEM images based on quantitative stereology [14] . The results showed that the average pore diameter of anode active layer and cathode layer was about 1.5 and 1.2 times smaller than that of anode support layer, but the porosities of all three layers were almost the same. Some model parameters are not available from the published literature or by experimental measurement in our group, which are thus used as tuning parameters in model calibration and validation. Tuning parameters are listed in "Model calibration and validation" section. Table 5 Pore structure parameters in porous electrode Table 6 Properties and parameters for model calculation
Model solution method
The finite element commercial software COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS® is as shown in Fig. 1 . The Pt cathode layer with 13mm diameter was screen-printed on the electrolyte. The diameters of anode and electrolyte were both 26mm. In addition, a reticular silver layer was screen-printed on the anode for current collection.
Testing procedure
A button cell reactor and an experimental measurement system were built for evaluating the cell performance and characterizing exhaust gas compositions, which is shown in details in our previous work [11, 14] . A water bath was adopted to add a certain ratio of steam into the inflow gas. The steam amount and content were adjusted by the carrier gas amount and the temperature of the waterbath. The humidified gases with separately 97%H2, 97%CO and 3%CH4 were fed into anode and the gas with 20% steam (80% Ar as carrier gas for safe and stable operation) inflows cathode. The details of operating condition are shown in Table 7 . Table 7 Operating condition of SOFEC experiment
Results and discussion
Model calibration and validation
After calibrated and validated by the experimental data obtained for the conditions listed in Table 7 , the simulated polarization curves with H2, CO and CH4 fed separately in anode are compared with the experimental curves (Fig. 2) . Despite of favorable OCV, large overpotential loss was observed for SOFEC assisted by CH4.
This could be caused by carbon deposition from CH4, which could block the active sites for chemical or electrochemical reactions, further causing low cell performance.
In order to eliminate the effect of carbon deposition on pore structure and reaction sites (Assumption 6), anode gas with 3% CH4 is chosen to calibrate the model. Fig. 2 , the modeled polarization curves agree well with the experimental data, which illustrates this model can reflect the actual phenomena in SOFEC. By means of the experimental curves, the determined values of tuning parameters are shown in Table 8 . The heat demand curves of SOEC and CH4-assisted SOFEC (CH4-SOFEC) are specially pointed out in the figure because they almost overlap with each other. 
According to
The performance and electrical demands of SOEC and SOFEC
The performance of electrolysis process can be primarily characterized by the overpotential obtained from polarization curves. Large overpotential means large irreversible losses and thus poor cell performance. The SOEC model of Li et al. [13] developed in our previous work and validated by the experimental data from the same button cell is adopted to generate the polarization curve simulated for a comparable condition. The modeled conditions of SOEC, CO-SOFEC and CH4-SOFEC are listed in Table 9 . Ar is used as carrier gas. The simulated polarization curves (i-V curves)
and power density vs current density curves (i-P curves) are shown in Assuming non-uniform temperature and gas composition, the expression of each energy form is given in Table 10 . For comparison's sake, stoichiometric coefficient of hydrogen in each total reaction is set to 1 to guarantee that the charge transfer number n in each total reaction is 2. Table 10 The energy expressions of energy forms in SOEC and SOFEC
The efficiency ignoring heat
As known, the industrial waste heat is abundant and heat is a low-quality form of energy. When the heat demand is neglected, only electrical energy and chemical energy in fuel and hydrogen should be considered. Therefore, the efficiencies of SOEC, CO-SOFEC and CH4-SOFEC can be expressed as the equations shown in Table 11 . Combining the expressions and polarization curves, the efficiency vs current density curves (or hydrogen production rate) at 800 o C are drawn as Fig. 6 . Because CH4 has lower Lower Heating Value (LHV, 200.2 kJ per mole H2O generated) than CO (282.4 kJ.mol -1 ) and H2 (248.3 kJ.mol -1 ), highest efficiency of all is achieved when CH4 is used for assisting steam electrolysis. The efficiency of 12%CO-SOFEC is at least 7% higher than that of SOEC at the current density range of 500 -2500
A.m -2 . However, the difference between CO-SOFEC and SOEC decreases at the current density of over 2500 A.m -2 due to rapidly increasing concentration overpotential of CO-SOFEC. Without considering the heat input, CH4-SOFEC has distinct advantage over the other 2 systems. Fig. 6 shows the efficiency of 12%CH4-SOFEC is at least 30% higher than 12%CO-SOFEC and SOEC. When V=0, the efficiencies of CO-SOFEC and CH4-SOFEC are 0.88 and 1.24, respectively. Table 11 The energy efficiency without considering heat Fig. 6 The efficiency ignoring heat of SOEC, CO-SOFEC and CH4-SOFEC
The efficiency considering heat
Heat demand of steam electrolysis becomes more significant with increasing temperature (see Fig. 3 ). It's also necessary to take heat into account and perform a comprehensive efficiency analysis. Firstly, the cell temperature and inlet gas temperature are assumed to be 800 o C and independent on how much the heat is released or consumed, and if the overall heat effect in cell is exothermal, the surplus heat is released to the environment and not considered. It's recognized that the heat demand can be partly or even completely provided by the heat generation from irreversible losses. Consequently, the efficiency expressions after considering heat demand are amended and shown in Table 12 . The total reaction of CO-SOFEC has a negative entropy change while that of SOEC or CH4-SOFEC has a positive one, so CO-SOFEC doesn't demand heat and the efficiency expression remains unchanged.
It's found that when heat is considered, CO-SOFEC has a little more distinct advantage at low hydrogen production rate compared with SOEC. As for CH4-SOFEC, the heat demand Qre is higher than released heat Qre when 0<V-VOCV<0.31. In the case of 12%CH4 assisting, Qir<Qre when -0.4<V <-0.09 while Qir>Qre when V>-0.09, so the expression keeps unchanged when V≥0. The corresponding efficiency curves considering heat are shown in Fig. 7 . The highest efficiency of 12%CH4-SOFEC reaches 1.32 and is achieved at the applied voltage of -0.09V and the current density of 1400 A.m -2 . 12%CH4-SOFEC still has the same advantage in efficiency compared with SOEC, while the efficiency of 12%CO-SOFEC is more superior than SOEC at low current density. As analyzed above, CH4-SOFEC is still more efficient than SOEC and CO-SOFEC. Moreover, more heat released in CO-SOFEC can replenish the unavoidable heat loss to environment to maintain cell at a given temperature. Table 12 The energy efficiency taking heat into account The polarization overpotentials of anode, electrolyte and cathode have been separated from polarization curves and shown in Fig. 9 . The cathode overpotential dominates the performance at low current density. The anode overpotential greatly increases and gradually exceeds cathode overpotential with increasing current density.
This phenomenon is caused by the greatly enlarged concentration polarization in thick anode at a high current density while the concentration polarization in very thin cathode is negligibly small. As Fig. 9 shows, CO-SOFEC and CH4-SOFEC show similar overpotentials of electrolyte and cathode because of the completely same conditions in cathode and electrolyte and different assisting-fuel in anode. Calculation indicates SOFEC assisted by 12% CO has larger anode overpotential than 12% CH4
resulting from the differences of activation polarization and concentration polarization, thus, CH4-SOFEC has a better performance than CO-SOFEC. Furthermore, distributions of gas species and surface species in anode fed with 12%CO and 12% CH4 at applied voltages of -0.1V/0V/0.2V are presented and discussed. Fig. 10 shows CO/H2O concentration distributions in 12%CO-SOFEC and 12%CH4-SOFEC. The mechanism adopted in our model has considered steam reforming reactions including reversible water-gas shift reaction (WGSR) and reversible methane steam reforming reaction (MSRR). Anode gas contains 3% H2O
for reforming assisting-fuel. In CO-SOFEC, CO is relatively abundant and electrochemically oxidized into CO2, so CO concentration decreases with increasing distance from the anode surface. WGSR consumes CO and H2O rapidly near the anode surface. When approaching the electrolysis zone, WGSR is impeded as H2O is generated from electrochemical oxidation of H2. However, the effects of steam reforming reactions and electrochemistry are more complicated in CH4-SOFEC. CO is generated by methane partial oxidation(steam reforming reaction), thus, CO concentration increases with increasing distance from the anode surface. H2O in the anode of CH4-SOFEC is much more insufficient than that in the anode of CO-SOFEC.
Methane is firstly transformed into CO and H2, which are electrochemically oxidized.
Consequently, if completely transferred by steam reforming, 12% CH4 can provide more mixture of CO and H2 than the 12%CO-SOFEC case. Therefore, better performance is obtained when steam electrolysis is assisted by 12% CH4. Fig. 11 shows the concentration distribution of surface species. The figure indicates that (Ni), CO (Ni) and O(Ni) are the major surface species in both CO-SOFEC and CH4-SOFEC.
In CO-SOFEC, (Ni) increases and CO(Ni) decreases with increasing distance from anode surface. However, the variations of (Ni) and CO (Ni) are opposite in CH4-SOFEC. Moreover, Fig. 11(b) indicates C(Ni) is unimportant for CO-SOFEC but significant for CH4-SOFEC. The C(Ni) concentration in CH4-SOFEC is as much as O(Ni) concentration and 3-4 orders of magnitude higher than that in CO-SOFEC, implying the significance of carbon deposition in CH4-SOFEC. 
Effect of anode gas composition
As discussed above, anode concentration polarization plays a significant role in the irreversible losses of SOFEC. The anode gas composition is changed and results are compared. Fig. 12 shows the polarization and efficiency curves with different molar fractions of CO or CH4. From Fig. 12(a) , it is found that higher molar fraction of fuel is helpful to improve the cell performance of CO-SOFEC at an applied voltage of above zero. In these two cases, similar performances and efficiencies are obtained when current density is less than 1000A.m -2 (V<0) owing to relatively low CO consumption rate (equal to H2 production rate). With an increase in current density and CO consumption rate, concentration polarization of SOFEC assisted by 12% CO increases rapidly, resulting in much lower performance than SOFEC assisted with higher CO concentration. When the efficiency is 0.7, the current density of 48%CO-SOFEC (5000A.m -2 ) is 66.7% higher than that of 12%CO-SOFEC (3000A.m -2 ).
Because carbon deposition is unavoidable when high molar fraction of CH4 is used in SOFEC, 12% and 3% CH4-assisted SOFECs are chosen for comparison as shown in Fig. 12(b) . Similarly, higher molar fraction of CH4 brings better cell performance of CH4-SOFEC. At low current density (below 700 A.m -2 ), 3%
CH4-assisting SOFEC has a relatively higher efficiency because the heat generation from polarization losses meets the heat demand. However, 12% CH4-assisted SOFEC achieves an over 10% higher efficiency than 3% CH4-assisted one at high current density. When the efficiency is 1.1, the current density of 12% CH4-SOFEC (2600A.m -2 ) is 48.6% higher than that of 3% CH4-SOFEC (1750A.m -2 ). assisted by 3%/12% CH4
Effect of applied voltage
The effects of operating voltage can also be seen from Fig. 12 . Obviously, increasing the applied voltage considerably increases the current density and the rate of hydrogen generation. Even for CH4-SOFEC, the heat released from irreversible losses is far more than the reversible heat demanded at high current density. Therefore, if higher hydrogen production rate is needed, higher voltage should be applied, which in turn cause larger irreversible losses and lower efficiency. In practice, an appropriate applied voltage can be determined after considering both efficiency and hydrogen demand. When applied in larger scale, such as cell units or SOFEC system, fuel utilization neglected in this button cell model should be also considered.
Conclusion
In On the basis of model assumptions, the energy demands, performance and efficiency are analyzed to compare CO/CH4-assisted SOFEC with SOEC. Whether heat consumption is considered, SOFEC is found to have better performance and higher efficiency than SOEC, especially at low current density. Thereinto, CH4-SOFEC is superior to CO-SOFEC. Efficiency analysis indicates the efficiency of CH4-SOFEC is at least 30% higher than CO-SOFEC and SOEC when the current density is below 3300 A.m -2 . When considering heat, 12%CH4-SOFEC has the highest efficiency of 1.32 at the current density of 1400 A.m -2 . If the hydrogen production doesn't require too fast, CO-SOFEC is still significantly superior in efficiency to SOEC.
In addition, the effect of type of assisting-fuel, fuel composition and applied voltage are studied. It indicates that CO-SOFEC has higher anode polarization leading to worse performance than CH4-SOFEC with the same molar fraction of fuel.
Moreover, the mechanism shows CH4 is not directly electrochemically oxidation but transferred by steam reforming to CO and H2 for further electrochemical oxidation.
Therefore, steam reforming of CH4 is pretty significant, by which CH4 can provide more mixture of CO and H2 than the same molar fraction of CO to obtain better performance and higher efficiency. Moreover, C(Ni) is unimportant for CO-SOFEC but significant for CH4-SOFEC implying carbon deposition is a significant problem in CH4-SOFEC. At high current density, the lack of assisting fuel leads to SOFEC increasing overpotentials and decreasing efficiency, which can be alleviated by using higher proportion of fuel. The current density of 48%CO-SOFEC is 66.7% higher than that of 12%CO-SOFEC at the efficiency of 1.1, while the current density of 12% CH4-SOFEC is 48.6% higher than that of 3% CH4-SOFEC at the efficiency of 1.1.
